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She and Tracey-Lee Oliver (pictured,
right) are both magnetic,
drawing both the eye for their gorgeous
good looks and the ear and
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effective, with
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the former gradually warming up
gravelly rock tones to the
point where his feral howls in
his
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music is performed.
The major impetus for this comes
from the brilliant arrangements
take a bow musical supervisor and
arranger Bryan Schimmel.
Experience Music Of The Night
from Phantom Of The Opera as a
flamenco stomper, or, in one of
the shows
highlights, Close Every
Door from Joseph And The Amazing
Thchnicolor Dreamcoat as a sultry,
simmering lounge number. You
wont soon forget it.
Happily even the tunes that are
tweaked are phenomenal.
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The concept
its title: its a
provides.
collection of wonderful standards
written, produced or performed by
individuals who
have
since been
knighted for their efforts.
Short biographies of said individuals
Sir
Paul McCartney,
longrunning
Sir Tim Rice, Sir Cliff Richard, and
are provided by a rather
so on
annoying narration sequence that is
projected on a screen at the back of
the stage from time to time.
This is the only shortcoming
BRUCE inDENNILL
an
otherwise fabulous show.
WITH this new show being billed as
tribute
Perhaps the pieces most
importantto musical legends
a
its
strength is the ceaseless
energy
difficult
before you experience the
and intense passion withproduction
which the to separate it from the
many revue acts on in theatres
everywhere.
But in this case, please ignore
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your preconceptions.
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